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Introduction
With the technology advancement in next-generation genomic sequencing and mass-spectrometry
based proteomics, various methods has been developed to characterize genes by integrating
genomic and proteomic data. This field of study is called proteogenomics (Figure 1).

Genome/Transcriptome sequencing data is used to for the generation of potentially expressed
protein variants, such as single-amino acid variants (SAVs), splice junction peptides, etc. This
produces a large number of possible sequences to be matched with (MS/MS) data.

Matching the tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) data to peptide sequences contained within a
database confirms the presence of translated variant proteins in the sample.

One of the challenge proteogenomics analysis faces is the large databases. It increase false-
positive identifications, leading to overestimation of FDR and loss of sensitivity for identifying true
peptide spectrum matches (PSMs).

Additionally, the translated RNA-Seq database are usually appended to the database of known
proteins that have been previously characterized, thus, when variants are matched to this single
database there is no FDR estimation that applies specifically to the variants.

We developed the multi-stage database searching (multiDBsearch) method that can help in reducing
the false positive identifications, and it may also help in optimizing the database composition being
used for matching.

MultiDBsearch has possible advantages not only in proteogenomics, but also related
metaproteomics studies, where large databases are used that contain protein sequences from
thousands of microbes that may be present in certain samples of interest.

This implementation is available as a workflow on Galaxy-P (Figure 3) that can be shared with other
researchers and integrated in other pipelines.

MS/MS data matched with databases in 5 different ways:
1) Single step matching with combined Human proteome and 4 spiked-in proteins database
2) Single step matching with combined Human proteome and 4 organisms’ proteome database
3) MultiDBsearch with Human proteome then each of the other organisms’ proteome
4) Two-step searching method (Database: selected proteins + all human proteins)
5) Two-step searching method (Database: selected proteins + selected human proteins)

Comparing the number protein identification, peptide identification, and PSM identification from
each approach.

Ideally, we should identify only the spiked-in proteins when MS/MS data is matched with those
organisms’ proteome.

Evaluation Approach

Method
In multiDBsearch method the MS/MS data is matched to separate sequence databases (such as
the normal sequences, SAVs, frameshifts etc.) sequentially. MS/MS spectra matched successfully
to peptide sequences at each successive stage are removed, and the remaining MS/MS spectra
are matched to the next database.

To enable extraction of MS/MS spectra, which is identified by scan numbers, we developed a
program called MS/MS Extractor that can read scan numbers from a PSMs report file, and remove
those scan numbers from the MS/MS data.

The program is then integrated into a multi-step workflow where MS/MS data is matched with the
first database. From the results, the matched spectra is removed (MS/MS with PSM). Next, the
unmatched MS/MS data is used to match with next database and filter the matched spectra
(Figure 2).

We also tested two-step search method, where a smaller database is created, based on the
multiDBsearch protein identifications, and matched with MS/MS data.

This workflow is implement on Galaxy-P, a web-based proteomics cloud computing platform that
enables easy sharing of workflows and datasets with other researchers (Figure 3).

Dataset used for testing (from ABRF):
MS/MS Dataset: Human proteins sample along with 4 spiked-in known proteins from other
organisms:
(1) Beta-Gal from Escherichia Coli
(2) Lysozyme from Gallus gallus
(3) Protein-G from Aspergillus niger
(4) Amylase from Streptococcus dysgalactiae
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Future Directions
• Using and evaluating this method on a proteogenomic dataset and metaproteomic datasets.
• More extensive peptide and PSM identification comparison.
• Using “workflow within workflow” to manage the repetitive processes in workflows on Galaxy-P.
• Expand the workflow to integrate two-step searching in a single Galaxy workflow.

Figure 1

Figure 1: Overview of the proteogenomics pipeline within the context of the central dogma of molecular
biology.

Figure 2

Figure 2: Pipeline describing the matching of MS/MS data against a database, removing the matched spectra,
and matching the un-matched MS/MS spectra against next database. The spectrum file(s) are in .mzML format
and the databases are in .fasta format
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Figure 3: GalaxyP workflow of multiDBsearch method implemented for 5-stage database searching.

MultiDBsearch method gives better protein identification results (Figure 4).
• More number of human proteins are identified
• Less number proteins identified from other four organisms

MultiDBsearch method seems to hurt the peptide and PSM identification (Figure 5) that may lead to
lower coverage, and in case of proteogenomics and metaproteomics study, it may miss some
identifications

Adding two-step search to multiDBsearch method is helping in rescuing the peptides and PSMs
missed by multiDBsearch.

MultiDBsearch with two-step searching method can be a better method to use in a proteogenomics
and metaproteomics study.

Results and Discussion

Figure 5: Number of peptide and PSM identifications for spiked-in protein from each approach

Figure 4: (a,b) Number of human proteins identified from each approach. (c,d) Number of proteins from other four
organisms.
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